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IS HALF THE LIFE OF I<NOOI..EIX;E OF A DIGITAL CARreXiRAPHER Naoi LESS THAN OOE YEAR? 

A.R. Boyle, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon. 

The inter-relatien of the present changes occurring in cartography, hardware and software will be 
discussed. Often the present situatien for cartographers, canputer scientists and vendors can be 
traumatic. Perhaps the least affected at this time are the hardware designers and producers, as their 
now accepted rapid advances leave a trail of advantages and disadvCl'ltages that are ccntinuously 
changing. The work of the writer is particularly ccncerned with the useful productien applicatien of 
cartographic/geographic systems in the real world, and it is difficult and interesting to accept the 
oontinuQUS analysis of the changing eccnanics necessary to take advantage of the present trends; ene 
year makes a major difference. Cartographers are now at last respcnding and changing their attitudes; 
the problems mainly arise in the availability of adequate software often due to poor original planning 
not following good basic principles to allow for the changing envircnment. 
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For hlndreds of years, cartographers have 
developed their skills to provide a graphic 
representatien of the earth for hU!l1Cl'l 
acceptCl'lce, maintaining the greatest informatien 
ccntent with the greatest ease of use. 

Gradually compranises have developed and 
have becane frozen in accepted tecm ique. Q) a 
closer CI'I alys is CI'Id with hind-sight, it is 
sanetirnes a little difficult to assess if this 
accepted technique was more for the cartographer 
or for the user. Until now most maps have been 
supplied by governments at a fractien of the 
cost of productien; now that many governments 
are making their mapping establishments charge 
CI'I eccnanic pr ice, custaner resistance and 
demands becane more obvious. 

OIler the years cartographers have cleverly 
developed symbolizatioos and colours for points, 
lines and areas; these have becane accepted 
standards. Perceptien psychologists have 
examined the problem in sane detail or given 
weight to the choices. Due to the needs of 
colour printing, different types of data have 
generally been allocated to different separatien 
sheets and again accepted tecmiques have grown 
up. Much care has been given to the clear 
placement of names en maps and relating these to 
the optimum styles and point sizes. 

Cartographers have always taken great pride 
in the best presentatien of their map data. 
Appearance and clarity have been pre-eminent and 

sanetimes ' truth' has had to be distor ted to 
make the data readable. FortlJ'lately the tined 
mind of the reader, knowing these perceptioo 
'tricks', is usually able to acoamodate them. 

A few years ago the carefully ccnstructed 
edifice started to crumble, and more recent 
changes have caused oonsternatioo to the well 
trained mind of the traditienal cartographer. 
The reasen is the need for base map data in 
digital form; this form of data is mainly for 
use in Geographic Informatioo Systems. No 
lenger is appearance and visual clarity required 
of the canpiler, at least in the first stages of 
his work. These traditienal skills ooly cane to 
the fore when there happens to be a need for a 
map to be created fran the digital data. The 
requirement fran the compiler is for the precise 
(or as near as possible to the precise) truth 
because the compilatien will be read and stored 
by a machine, not by a human mind. This implies 
that there should be no symbology of points, 
lines or areas and no created departures fran 
the truth (usually referred to as 
generalizatien) • While the cartographer has 
usually tried to reduce the number of 
separatiO'ls to reduce printing costs, the need 
generally now is for more. The cartographer 
does not know which way is up and feels his job 
CI'Id his skills are threatened. This, in fact, 
is far fran the truth, but the changes are 
certainly traumatic enough. In reality, there 
is no change fran previ ous work. The 
cartographer/ canpiler has always first 
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draWl the truth CI'ld then symrolized and 
generalized it. Now the canpiler finishes at 
the first stage, hands it to the machine for 
digitizing and storing and then enly canpletes 
the seccnd stage when a graphic map output is 
needed. Of course, the seccnd stage of map 
canpilatien is dcne en a CRI' interactive 
display, but that is merely a chCl'lge in the tool 
used. 

The greatest difficulty for the cartographer 
is to accept that the map- the gr aphic map- is 
no lenger the be-all and end- all of his work. 
There are mCI'ly other uses for cartographic data 
in canputatien and analysis. The traditienal 
cartographer has enly recently begU'l to see 
this. 

We now have to look at the 
canpiler/cartographer's work in the present age, 
as against the traditienal. To do this let us 
assume that the cartographer has came to accept 
the new double systen - first the canpilatien 
CI'ld then using the machine to produce the 
symbolized and generalized map, after pre-map 
edit en a display. The procedure could, in 
fact, allow far more creativity to the 
cartographer in presentatien, as much of the 
previous tedious work has been removed. Let us 
assume this change of heart and examine in 
detail what the first part canpilatien process 
involves. 

With cmtour separatiens, lines should not 
be broken to insert numerical values. In fact, 
numerical values should rather be put en a 
different 'name' sheet or, if it has to be en 
the cmtour sheet for sane reasen, then it 
should be in a different colour. Caltours 
should not be broken lines where they are in 
doubt and, in general, they should be made to 
stop whenever they approach the near vertical 
cliff si tuatien , rather then allowing then to 
coalesce. With modem scanners, it may, or may 
not be useful to use var ious line weights for 
height value discriminatien. 

With drainage separatiens, they will be 
similar to those used at present, but again 
dashed lines for intermittent streams should be 
avoided. River names should not be 
over-written, unless in a different colour to 
clilow scanner discr iminatien • Iny locatien 
symbols such as flow arrows or dams should be in 
another colour, or en another symrol sheet. 

With ffiCI'l~de culture separatiens there must 
be a divisien into data types. <:he will be for 
all locatien symrology and, if this locatien 
symrology is to be read by scanning, must follow 
certain acceptable OCR rules. The seccnd, for 
line data representing roads, railways, 
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telephooe lines etc, must all be nen-symbolized 
and as single centre-line entities. Of course, 
for operator reference while drafting or when 
labelling, wr i tten notes ccn be added en top of 
CI'ly lines to be scanned, as leng as they are in 
an acceptable colour difference. 

In area sheet for forest stands will be 
defined by a bomdary line enly. Also areas 
such as for marshes, which have traditienally 
been defined by a pattern of locatien symrols, 
will be now defined by a similar bomdary line. 

In all cases, the tecln ical needs of 
scanning, are parannnt, but depend to sane 
extent en the scCl'lner. For efficient work these 
rules must be defined and obeyed. This is well 
within the abilities of cartographers and will 
not impose any restraints that they cannot 
accept. 

Certain new additienal data may have to be 
digitized to meet the needs of IOOdern GIS 
thinking. For example this may require a line 
to be added down the centre of a lake to act as 
the river flow ccnnectien, the lake being a 
superimposed polygen en that line. sane 
hydrology tecmiques may require the watershed 
lines to be added. This type of thinking is at 
present in its infancy. 

However, in all of the above, it will be 
noted that we are pandering to the graphic 
tendencies of the cartographer, whereas we 
should really be trying to obtain a 'digital 
base map'. But what is this digital base map? 
Certainly we do need the coordinates of points 
CI'ld cartographic line 'spaghetti', but it is 
also absolutely critical that we label then, and 
label then in a very special way. 

We must appreciate that the draWl map was 
made for human assessment and that the reality 
of the presentatien canes about because of a 
symbiosis between the drawing and the hl.llllCl'l 
brain, with all its canplex relatienship 
abilities. It is no good simply digitizing the 
map lines and adding a simple label to say that 
a line is a road or a river, or even to say a 
certain type of river or road. A machine 
ccmputer at this time can enly work en 
relatienships of a spatial kind when it is told 
exactly what to do - and even then it has major 
difficulties. Attenpts have been made using 
large computers and hours of CPU time. Thus, in 
sane way we must organize, specify; and enter 
notes about the spatial relatienship. Do we 
have to add sanething at the time of 
cx:rnpilatien- not symrolizatien, but sanething 
else? Do we need an inordinate amount of 
in ter ~c~i ~e labelling to make use of the 
capabllltles of the human mind 
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at the digitizing time? We COlIe back to 'What 
is a digital base map?'. Nobody is yet clear. 
Of course if we ooly want to reproduce a 
graphic, in a complex Xerox machine way, then we 
cb not have these problens, and many 
cartographic establishernents have been misled 
into thinking that this was an acceptable route. 
There have been many failures and a few 
successes, but the ooly successes are usually 
for the pure graphic manipulatim procedures. 

The tendency at the manent is to treat the 
lineal and aereal mits quite differently in the 
canputer. The first is generally useful as 
properly labelled spaghetti and the second case 
as polygcns. A polygm area is specified by the 
surromding 'arc' lines with a label at a 
selected cen tr al 'cen troid' point. The compiler 
has to think of these lineal feature and polygoo 
l::oLndary lines as different entities. However, 
a line such as that of a river may be both at 
the same time; this raises difficulties. 

It will be seen that the cartographer has to 
have a much deeper understanding of spatial 
relatiooships and be able to define these; it 
can no looger be left to the viewer's mind. The 
cartographer is now starting to appreciate this 
attitude, but is still fighting against it; the 
lead is still being taken by system designers 
CI'ld such users as foresters and hydrographers. 
'!be title of this talk might somd to sOlIe -
especially to cartographers - to be a little 
facetious; it is not. Matters are changing very 
rapidly indeed. Part of the change is in the 
needs of cartography and I have already 
discussed SOl\e aspects of this; part is in the 
rapid growth of technology to meet these needs. 
Cartographics has always been difficult for 
graphic equipnent, because of the very large 
aIOOtnt of data at such a very high resolutioo. 
O'le map separa,fioo ~ooe, can require a 
resolutioo of 10 x 10 in pixel form. As a 
result, it is always pushing the hardware 
state-of-the art to obtain good results. Each 
six mooths new abilities appear in CPUs, 
displays and storage media and these have to be 
taken with both hands Unmediately they appear. 

Of course, there is still a loog way to go; 
persooally, I hope that the rate of advance 
accelerates. We do need to have large area high 
resolutioo displays; at this time we can ooly 
look at part of a maps, unless we plot it out. 
We do not have large enough storage with fast 
access and of an archival nature. The answer to 
the first problem appears to be in advances in 
large flat screen displays; for the second, the 
best approach appears to be the laser written 
optical digital disk. Very fast multi-processor 
32 bit machines are also required for fast 
large-area coordinate handling. 
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'!here is a problem in forming a group of 
people to properly assess the problens and the 
changes. Cartographers thenselves are often too 
inbred and do not have an adequate academic 
knowledge of thinking in terms of the needs of 
digital databases CI'Id complex graphic systens. 
O'l the other hand, computer scientists CCl'l 
produce software design but have difficulty in 
appreciating, or being in ter ested in , the 
cartographic/geographic problens. GeOgraphers 
interested in GIS manipulatioos are far too few 
in number. The odd engineer like myself can 
ooly tackle part of the problem. 

In the last decade, the main thinking was 
frOll vendors often trying to expand their 
CAD/CAM systems to GIS. In gener al, they 
understood the graphic part (as do 
cartographers) and sOlle made gallant attempts, 
but did not appreciate the real problens of the 
software and data formats for good GIS 
manipulatioos. They offered to supply CI'Id 
actually delivered software and hardware, but 
the real results were disappointing, and any 
geographic mCl'lipulatioo they claimed tended to 
be excessive in time (and cost) so that it was 
of little real advantage to the user. 

Over the same period a few vendors aimed 
specifically at cartography and GIS as against 
CAD/CAM, but these were small canpanies CI'Id made 
little mooey, without the necessary large and 
exotic sales forces associated with the much 
larger market of CAD/CAM; as a result their 
efforts were limited in scope and effect. 

For these reascns the main design load of 
GIS appears to have been taken by a few groups 
of CQ'lsultants, each coosisting of a mix of 
geographers, cartographers, computer scientists, 
engineers and others. Their efforts are now 
much sought after by the large government 
mapping organizatioos and the users, such as 
foresters, where GIS applicatioos seem to be 
nearer useful fruitioo than in many other areas. 

If cartographers themselves are to maintain 
their positioo they must now take the lead. 
They have the necessary organizatioo but must 
learn, and CQ'ltinuously re-learn methodology and 
advances in cartographic, GIS and hardware. If 
they do not do so, new establisments will arise 
and replace them. It is almost certain that in 
1983, more maps will be made by canputer systens 
(without cartographers being used) than by the 
traditiooal cartographers. 

We have to examine how cartographers should 
go about this. Certainly they have to 
ll1derstand the true modern reasoo behind the 
productioo of cartographic data. They certainly 
do not need to learn prograrraning. They need to 
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understand the manipulation functions of 
cartographic/geographic data that are required 
in the next decade. Sane of these fOlndations 
of needs have been laid in recent papers (1), but 
many others have still to be thought out and 
defined. They do not need to mderstand 
hardware, any more than most people mderstand 
their car engines, but they must appreciate the 
capabilities and shortcomings. They should 
appreciate the future possibilities and not 
became hardware-boLnd in a limiting way. 

They also have to appreciate that much 
present (and also future) software is poor in 
results both as regards functions and speed. 
They must be able to assess these short-camings 
relative to expectations. 

Mainly they must be able to orga'll.ze their 
work. Their future lies in the build- up of GIS 
for manipulation, a'ld they must be able to enter 
data a'ld store it with a true mderstanding of 
future needs. This is difficult, and there are 
many systems arOlnd today that rapidly made 
themselves useless by en ter ing data in a way 
that has entirely limited any future usefulness. 
Graphic information system philosophy is 
difficult to define and perhaps most difficult 
for the traditional cartographer. He still 
tends to believe that a hUllla'l mind must be 
involved in the analysis and that the best 
visual carmU'lication means is by a series of 
discrete lines on a graphic. In fact he has 
developed this line aspect to a fine teclnique 
in contouring. Caltours are accepted and 
tnderstood by most people, but they are only one 
philosophical interpretation of the earth's 
shape and, of course, do not really exist on the 
earth's surface. A spectrum of colours fading 
into each other might well have been used 
instead, if this had fitted with the printing 
colour tecmology at that time. 

Cartographers, in being so benused with line 
representation, have mderstood digital vector 
line data but not its topological shortcamings. 
The star age of data in r aster format is much 
more difficult to comprehend, although they see 
it every time they view a weather map on TV. 
They feel that somehow rasters are a 
disorganized approach and do not appreciate that 
it inherently retains much of its spatial 
informatioo that is lost in vector forms. 

Their first thought has always been that 
data must be entered line by line in vector form 
and stored ser ially, ooe label and line after 
another. As one vendor once said to me, "if it 
is too slow in retrieval, we will simply supply 
more hardware because you can do anything with 
hardware!". Up to a certain limit this is 
perhaps true (say 10,000 coordinates total), and 
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this is usually the case in engineer ing 
drafting, but search times increase from seccnds 
to minutes, and even to hours, for high 
resolutioo oontour sheets which may well contain 
a million coordinates when in vector form. 

Much GIS work is relative to areas and, if 
line data is used as the standard method, then 
areas must be described as polygoos limited by 
their boU'ldary lines. Sane problems · ar ise in 
this. For example, is each bomdary line 
duplicated or is it maintained only once and 
that pointed at by a polygoo directory? Many 
vendor systems utilize the duplicated 
full-polygon approach, and thus end up with 
double the already very large aIIIOlI1t of data. 
In fact, it is worse tha'l that, as polygons 
themselves cannot be updated successfully. It 
is not possible to update ooe polygon without 
affecting adjacent ones, so that all updates 
must in reality be made on the original bomdary 
line data followed by new polygcn re-forming. 
This updating problem · means that without a · 
polygcn directory structure, data can became 
tr iplicated! 

Maybe polygcns should not be used, because 
the real problems show up in the expensive CPU 
times of overlaying. Almost all real world 
geographic area manipulations require some form 
of overlaying, thus creating a new area where 
certain specified conditions overlap. Maybe 
grid cells should be used. Grid cells are small 
square areas labelled with an average attribute. 
This can be very effective in overlaying, but 
seems to lose its advantage when going" to the 
very fine grid cells that approximate in 
resolution to high resolution polygon 
definition. The grid cell approach is foreign 
to cartographers but not to geographers. 
Persooally I believe that this is due to the 
earliest digitizing work being done by 
geographers at low precision to meet their 
budgets. The digiting process was to overlay 
the map with a transparent grid and key in the 
average attribute as seen in each square, in 
turn. 

Recently a group at Denver (3) has cane out 
wi th a hexagon based gr id cell method. This is 
a revival in canputer form of an old idea in 
geography. The advantage is that it provides a 
'conformal' ability, or the fact that distances 
between centers of all grid cells, either along 
the axes or at 450

, are the same. 

Cartographers have heard of DBMS and think 
that it is only necessary to buy and employ one 
of these in their canputer for all to be well. 
'!he problems of fast search on two axes 
simultaneously are not appreciated. The search 
procedure camot be pre-specified in a way that 
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is acceptable in linear searches for which roost 
DBMS are defined and, as a result, most ll3MS are 
canpletely useless m geographic data. The more 
knowledgeable wc:nder if they should go to the 
quad-tree and octa-tree sturctures as proposed 
at the thiversity of Maryland. Many new 
structures for GIS need to be devised and 
tested, at first in an acadenic at:Irosphere. It 
is a pity that we cannot find more acadenic 
cartographers and geographers prepared to do 
this. 

Knowledgeable cartographers may also have 
heard of the advantages of raster structures (2) 
They realise that this is sanething like grid 
cells, but more efficient. They have heard it 
tends to be more bulky than vector data, but 
then they have also been told that canpactim 
methods such as nn length encoding can be 
almost as efficient as Freeman chains and delta 
tecmiques in vectors. Because of the recS'lt 
implenentatim of scamers for digitizing and 
plotting, they know that scan data is with then, 
but again they have heard of the large canputer 
times involved in vector to raster and raster to 
vector cawersims. Does this mean they might 
maintain their data in raster at all times? 
They are not so averse to raster formats as 
might be expected, because they have grCWl used 
to scanners in the graphics arts world and 
printing. The difference between the use of an 
analog intermediary situatim and a digital ooe 
is not clear to then but does not ccnfuse their 
thinking either. 

It will be seen that the cartographer must 
be CCXlfused by all the changes he sees and 
indeed, by the half truths he is sanetimes told. 
Each time he learns sanething new, the state of 
the art of hardware or software designers, 
canputer scientists, geographers or vendors 
!lOVes still further forward, but still with no 
perfect end in sight. For those of us in these 
changes and indeed creating then, this situatioo 
is normal, but to the cartographer and to GIS 
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administrators it is difficult to accept. Sane 
say they will wait LI'ltil it is all finally 
defined and is presented to then as A, B and C. 
Others are tryiOg to catch up and find they have 
to nn even to stay in the same relative 
positim. I think that we must accept 
respoosibility at this meeting to help such 
real-world groups as cartographers in every way 
we can. 

I do not believe that the problems are being 
created irrespoosibly. Traditimal cartography 
is not meeting today's need. It is too slow and 
costly in productim and cannot be used by 
machines - machines of all types, examples being 
for direct printing and even more importantly, 
for navigatim • . The needs are real, but those 
of us trying to fulfill those needs do not yet 
know efficient and LI'lderstandable answers. We 
do not yet even know all the questims! 
However, it is up to us to try to help the 
cartographers in their dilarma, which is much 
wider and all- embracing and multi-disciplinary 
than any of us have in our more equably defined 
disciplines, (cartography LI'ltil recently was 
also like that). Canada is at this time a 
leader in these changes to GIS and we should see 
that this lead is maintained. 
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